2019-05-23: The Rise of Medical Education Podcasts

The following links were shared during the chat:

- Anatomy Education Podcast [http://anatomypodcast.co.uk/](http://anatomypodcast.co.uk/)
- Core IM Podcast [https://www.coreimpodcast.com/](https://www.coreimpodcast.com/)
- Edufi [https://podtail.com/tr/podcast/edufi/](https://podtail.com/tr/podcast/edufi/)
- Edutopia [https://www.edutopia.org/](https://www.edutopia.org/)
- Explore the Space [https://www.explorespaceshow.com/](https://www.explorespaceshow.com/)
- Hidden Brain [https://www.npr.org/podcasts/510308/hidden-brain](https://www.npr.org/podcasts/510308/hidden-brain)
- KeyLiME Podcast [http://keylimepodcast.libsyn.com/](http://keylimepodcast.libsyn.com/)
- Learning Scientists Podcast [http://www.learningscientists.org/podcast-episodes](http://www.learningscientists.org/podcast-episodes)
- Pediacast [https://www.pediacastcme.org/search/Teaming/](https://www.pediacastcme.org/search/Teaming/)
- Peds Soup [https://pedssoup.podbean.com/](https://pedssoup.podbean.com/)
- St. Emlyn’s [https://www.stemlynpodcast.org/](https://www.stemlynpodcast.org/)
- Teaching in Higher Ed [https://teachinginhighered.com/episodes/](https://teachinginhighered.com/episodes/)
- The Curbsiders [https://thecurbsiders.com/](https://thecurbsiders.com/)
- The Knowledge Project [https://fs.blog/the-knowledge-project/](https://fs.blog/the-knowledge-project/)
- The Mind Deconstructed [https://www.theminddeconstructed.org/](https://www.theminddeconstructed.org/)
- Pocketcast [https://www.pocketcasts.com/](https://www.pocketcasts.com/)
- Podcasting in Pediatrics [https://sites.google.com/view/pediatricpodcasting/selected-references](https://sites.google.com/view/pediatricpodcasting/selected-references)

---

**MedEd Chat** @MedEdChat 9 hours ago

Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next hour @alliance4clined #meded We're excited to have our guest moderator @kristinadzara tonight!

---

**Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc** @kristinadzara 9 hours ago

Hello Everyone! My name is Kristina and I am your moderator for tonight’s #MedEdChat on #Podcasts in #MedEd & #HPE! I am a PhD Medical Educator @HarvardMed in Pediatrics and Ob/Gyn and also serve as the Social Media Strategist for @HarvardMacy. Thank you for joining! [https://t.co/0XjixLaO4t](https://t.co/0XjixLaO4t)

---

**Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc** @kristinadzara 9 hours ago

RT @MedEdChat: Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next hour @alliance4clined #meded We're excited to have our guest…
The #mededchat topic & questions will be announced in a moment...for now, please introduce yourselves #meded

Checking in from NYC and supporting @kristinadzara #mededchat https://t.co/Vaa3gSVFxR

I am excited to be here to discuss #Podcasts in #MedEd and #HPE! #MedEdChat

Dan Skinner, health policy prof and #MedEd at Ohio University College of Osteopathic Medicine. Looking forward. #MedEdChat

Welcome Dan! #MedEdChat

Gary in North Carolina. Looking forward to learning from @kristinadzara tonight #mededchat

Wonderful @hur2buzy. Thank you for your support - greatly appreciated! #MedEdChat

RT @MedEdChat: The #mededchat topic & questions will be announced in a moment...for now, please introduce yourselves #meded

If you are tuning in to the #mededchat, remember to use the #mededchat hashtag and try to answer with the Topic numbers (T1, T2, T3)

Wonderful @hur2buzy. Thank you for supporting @kristinadzara #mededchat https://t.co/Vaa3gSVFxR

Saying hello from outside Boston. I'm Shannon Scott-Vernaglia, pediatrician and medical educator from MGH/HMS #mededchat

Thank you for joining @ScottVernaglia! #MedEdChat
Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio 9 hours ago
I'm here too. From DC

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: If you are tuning in to the #mededchat, remember to use the #mededchat hashtag and try to answer with the Topic numbers (T1,...

Lawrence Sherman @meducate 9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd #MedEdChat I'm Lawrence working in international development with @AMEE_Online mans https://t.co/UOnUZpuoNW and publish about cpd design and outcomes

Ariel Frey-Vogel @AFrey_Vogel 9 hours ago
Ariel Frey-Vogel in Boston. excited to join in. #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 9 hours ago
We will assume that all of your tweets during #mededchat are your own during this hour unless otherwise stated #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@meducate @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @AMEE_Online Welcome @Meducate, thank you for joining in tonight's #MedEdChat fun!

Deb Simpson @debsimpson 9 hours ago
Trying to double task tracking key #MedEdChat topic on #podcast while watching @MilwaukeeBucks in eastern conference championship #Fearthedeer

Heather Paladine @paladineh 9 hours ago
Hi - I'm Heather, #FamilyMedicine residency program director in NYC. Looking forward to learning more in tonight's #MedEdChat

Jessica Trier, MD @jesstriere 9 hours ago
Checking in to #mededchat from Kingston, Ontario tonight - thanks for hosting @kristinadzara

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio 9 hours ago
Thanks for this!! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@AFrey_Vogel Welcome @AFrey_Vogel, glad you can join us for #MedEdChat!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We will assume that all of your tweets during #mededchat are your own during this hour unless otherwise stated #meded
VC @doctorvec 9 hours ago
Victor Collier academic hospitalist and PD in Myrtle beach #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@paladineh Glad you can join us for #MedEdChat!

Chris Tarolli, MD @DrTarolliNeuro 9 hours ago
Chris, University of Rochester, Neurology. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@jesstrier Thanks @jesstrier, and glad you are here! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 9 hours ago
T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded #mededchat

Justin Berk, MD MPH MBA @justinberk 9 hours ago
Hello #mededchat! Justin Berk - 4th yr MedPeds resident at @JohnsHopkinsDOM; A producer of the podcast @thecurbsiders

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Hi #MedEdChat , I’m Justin, a Pathologist @MayoClinic. I do a lot of GME, some CME, and some UME. https://t.co/jj4GEDVn1l

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded #mededchat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 9 hours ago
Hi all Dan Ricotta here checking in from Boston! Exhausted after hosting #BIDChat and grateful that @kristinadzara was there to support us! Looking forward to #MedEdChat

Saroo Sharda MD @SarooSharda_MD 9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vogel @hur2buzy @mededdoc @ETshow @KreuterMD Hi #mededchat.

Anesthesiologist and #MedEd and #simulation educator and researcher from Very new to twitter

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@KreuterMD @MedEdChat @MayoClinic Welcome @KreuterMD and thank you for joining in! #MedEdChat
TOPIC 1: What are your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat https://t.co/K9w3ruquC3

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
Thanks to @mededchat & @GLBDallaghan for the opportunity to moderate tonight’s #MedEdChat on #MedEd and #HPE #Podcasts! As a podcast fan, I listen often during my commute! I look forward to discussing what podcasts exist, how we use them & learn from them, & future directions. https://t.co/PYbHLM7Qu

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @BIDMC_Academy @aoglasser @EileenEREynolds @FutureDocs @WrayCharles Everyone enjoying #BIDchat, come on over to #MedEdChat. @kristinadzara is moderating, we’re talking podcasts!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD Thank you Dan for joining in the (second) tweet chat fun! #MedEdChat

RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: What are your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat https://t.co/K9w3ruquC3

S. Scott-Vernaglia @ScottVernaglia9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Q1 #MedEdChat #KEYLime is my favorite!

Theresa Malin @tmalinMLS9 hours ago
Hello from Minnesota #mededchat! @EGgammell @jpots you joining too?

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow9 hours ago
@SarooSharda_MD @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vogel @hur2buzy @mededdoc @KreuterMD Great to connect! Mark Shapiro here. Hospitalist in Northern California and producer/host of Explore The Space podcast #MedEdChat

Enrique Pacheco @EPachecoMD9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vogel @hur2buzy @mededdoc @ETSshow @KreuterMD Hi, Enrique here, continuing this #MedEdNight with more #MedEd tools #MedEdChat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio9 hours ago
Mine too #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
@ScottVernaglia @MedEdChat #KeyLimePodcast is fabulous! I am a big fan - suffice it to say a #LoyalLimer! What do you like about #KeyLimeChat? @drjfrank @sherbino @LindaSMedEd @LaraVarpio #MedEdChat
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @LaraVarpio: Mine too #MedEdChat https://t.co/NfldvLaPry

Cindy_Ku_MD @Cindy_Ku_MD 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat A1: total #KeyLIME fan girl

S. Scott-Vernaglia @ScottVernaglia9 hours ago
@MedEdChat And I might have had a #fangirl moment with @LaraVarpio liked my intro for this #MedEdChat. So excited she's joining #KeyLIMEPodcast as a regular!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @Cindy_Ku_MD: @MedEdChat #mededchat A1: total #KeyLIME fan girl

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
@Cindy_Ku_MD @MedEdChat Agree! I won the voicemail contest! #KeyLIMEPodcast #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @ScottVernaglia @MedEdChat @drfank @sherbino @LindaSMedEd @LaraVarpio T1: Being new to podcasts, why #KeyLIMEPodcast #mededchat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio9 hours ago
Me too! #MedEdChat

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD9 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: Thanks to @mededchat & @GLBDallaghan for the opportunity to moderate tonight’s #MedEdChat on #MedEd and #HPE#Podcasts!…

Jessica Trier, MD @jesstri9 hours ago
T1: #KeyLime is one of my faves. I also enjoy listening to not #meded specific topics such as leadership, psychology and business. HBR ideacast and the learning scientists are also faves #mededchat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD9 hours ago
@MedEdChat @AdamRodmanMD @thecurbsiders @COREIMpodcast @ETSshow #mededchat

Madeleine Matthiesen @MadeleineMatth9 hours ago
Hey #MedEdChat! Madeleine, med-peds hospitalist checking in from Boston too. Love @thecurbsiders and @CPSolvers

Dan Skinner @danielrskinner9 hours ago
@MedEdChat I will say, though, that I am finding that podcasts fit really well into my students’ schedules, better than teaching tools with visuals. I suspect many run and work out while listening. #MedEdChat
Nancy Stewart DO MS @nvhstewart9 hours ago
Hi @kristinadzara!! Sorry I’m late to the #MedEdChat! #toddlerbedtime

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
If you are checking in for #MedEdChat and you are the host of a #MedEd or #HPE podcast, please send a tweet and let us know about your podcast and how we can listen if interested! https://t.co/kYwIAZE1Kk

Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 Favorite #MedEdChat is #KEYLimePodcast with @drjfrank @LaraVarpio @sherbino eat al - it’s informative, lighthearted and cogent https://t.co/aw3C3jTPGG

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @danielrskinner: @MedEdChat I will say, though, that I am finding that podcasts fit really well into my students’ schedules, better than…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @danielrskinner: @MedEdChat I will say, though, that I am finding that podcasts fit really well into my students’ schedules, better than…

Yerko Berrocal, MD @yberrocal139 hours ago
@MedEdChat Q1: Academic medicine and Medutopia are good too #MedEdChat

Nancy Stewart DO MS @nvhstewart9 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @ScottVernaglia @MedEdChat #KeyLimePodcast is fabulous! I am a big fan - suffice it to say a #LoyalLimer! What do you…

Shellie Asher, MD @SAsherMD9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @ScottVernaglia @MedEdChat @drjfrank @sherbino @LindaSMedEd @LaraVarpio Evidence-based, approachable, entertaining. Really appreciate @LaraVarpio’s addition and helping me understand #MedEd methods and stats. #MedEdchat

Jessica Trier, MD @jesstrier9 hours ago
@LaraVarpio Their new host is pretty great too! #mededchat

Michael Sinha MD, JD, MPH @DrSinhaEsq9 hours ago
Hello #MedEdChat! Checking in briefly from Iceland -- view at midnight from my uncle’s apartment in Reykjavik. Music to accompany the view: https://t.co/sJVePAbFd8 cc: @myheroistrane @kristinadzara @GLBDallaghan As far as #MedEd #podcasts go, highly recommend @Plenary_Session! https://t.co/g2f6x3Cml

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc9 hours ago
Tony here. I’ll be mostly voyeuring tonight. #mededchat
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@danielrskinner @MedEdChat Right! They are an 'easy' way to learn. I often listen on my commute. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @jesstrier: T1: #KeyLime is one of my faves. I also enjoy listening to not #meded specific topics such as leadership, psychology and bus...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Tony here. I'll be mostly voyeuring tonight. #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@mededdoc Thank you for stopping by @mededdoc! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @jesstrier: @LaraVarpio Their new host is pretty great too! #mededchat

Victoria Brazil @SocraticEM 9 hours ago
Pleased to join the #MedEdChat on podcasts! Love the medium as big listener and presenter Favorites ? Key lime , st Emlyns and more ...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@jesstrier @LaraVarpio You can say that again! @LaraVarpio #MedEdChat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD 9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardimacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMattl @AFrey_Vogel@hur2buz @mededdoc @ETShow @KreuterMD Hi all! Shreya, #twitchenst, chief executive producer of @COREIMpodcast, a #MedEd podcast. Hoping to chime in/learn from others in between finishing up a CCTA episode with @Marty_Fried #MedEdchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @SAsherMD: @kristinadzara @ScottVernaglia @MedEdChat @drjfrank @sherbingo @LindaSMedEd @LaraVarpio Evidence-based, approachable, entertain...

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio 9 hours ago
Ohhhh the stars.... I will be picking brains of my quant friends @mededdoc @meredithyoung1 @mpusic @mahanmeded @

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@SAsherMD @ScottVernaglia @MedEdChat @drjfrank @sherbingo @LindaSMedEd @LaraVarpio 100% yes. #MedEdChat
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc  @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @MedEdChat T1
Favorite #MedEdChat is #KEYLimePodcast with @drjfrank @LaraVarpio @sherbino eat al - it’s informative, light...

Nancy Stewart DO MS  @nvhstewart 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat A1 big fan of #KEYLimePodcast here! #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc  @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @SocraticEM: Pleased to join the #MedEdChat on podcasts! Love the medium as big listener and presenter Favorites ? Key lime , st Emlyn...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc  @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@SocraticEM Glad you can join us @socraticEM! Can you tell us more about St. Emlyns? Is there a link you can share? #MedEdChat

Theresa Malin  @tmalinMLS 9 hours ago
T1: I second your choices! KeyLime, HBRIdeacast and Hidden Brain are my top 3 go-tos #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc  @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @yberrocal13: @MedEdChat Q1: Academic medicine and Medutopia are good too #MedEdChat

Mark Shapiro MD  @ETSshow 9 hours ago
@kristinadzara I host Explore The Space @ETSshow. Website is https://t.co/3NCJEb17vo. Looks at spaces between those providing healthcare & those seeking it. Been up since 2015, each episode is a conversation w/ an amazing guest. Quite an archive. Ep 122 up today w/ @ArtsPractica#mededchat

S. Scott-Vernaglia  @ScottVernaglia 9 hours ago
All of this, plus they are short and pithy--fit right into a commute! #MedEdChat #KeyLIMEPodcast

Justin Kreuter, MD  @KreuterMD 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat #MedEdChat A1. Of course #KeyLIME! Also @tihighered and recently discovered #EduFi https://t.co/dvCo6jlUWY

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc  @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@yberrocal13 @MedEdChat Wonderfull! What do you like about these podcasts? #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc  @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog...
Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD 9 hours ago
@MichelleB00ks @hdx @COREIMpodcast Woohoo! I loved the pre-mortem part the end- am gonna try it on rounds next week #MedEdchat#MedEd https://t.co/riSRm35WgS

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vogel @hur2buz @mededdoc @ETSshow @KreuterMD @COREIMpodcast @Marty_Fried Wonderful @ShreyaTrivediMD! Thank you for joining! Can you tell us a little more about the @COREIMpodcast for those who are not as familiar? #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @nvhstewart: @MedEdChat A1 big fan of #KEYLimePodcast here! #mededchat

Shellie Asher, MD @SAsherMD 9 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: If you are checking in for #MedEdChat and you are the host of a #MedEd or #HPE podcast, please send a tweet and let us k…

Cindy_Ku_MD @Cindy_Ku_MD 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @MedEdChat T1 Favorite #MedEdChat is #KEYLimePodcast with @drjfrank @LaraVarpio @sherbinio eat al - it’s informative, light…

Justin Berk, MD MPH MBA @justinberk 9 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vogel @hur2buz @mededdoc @ETSshow @KreuterMD @COREIMpodcast @Marty_Fried Waddup @ShreyaTrivediMD I #mededchat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio 9 hours ago
I’ll add it to my podcast queue #MedEdchat

S. Scott-Vernaglia @ScottVernaglia 9 hours ago
Always enjoy @ETSshow #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@tmalinMLS Thanks for sharing @tmalinMLS! Can you tell us more about the two podcasts you mentioned? What is their scope and what do they cover that is relevant to #MedEd and #HPE? #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @ETSshow: @kristinadzara I host Explore The Space @ETSshow. Website is https://t.co/3NCJeB17vo. Looks at spaces between those providing…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson 39 hours ago
T1 Favorite podcasts includes Clear and Vivid with @alanalda as discuss how to communicate - with patients, about science - wonderful example of how to #Stretch thinking #MedEdChat https://t.co/xZ8zHHzC3b
Nancy Stewart DO MS @nvhstewart 9 hours ago
RT @ETSshow: @kristinadzara I host Explore The Space @ETSshow. Website is https://t.co/3NCJEb17vo. Looks at spaces between those providing…

Nancy Stewart DO MS @nvhstewart 9 hours ago
@ETSshow @kristinadzara @ArtsPractica This is a great one too! #mededchat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 9 hours ago
@AdamRodmanMD @DanielRicottaMD @MedEdChat @thecurbsiders @COREIMpodcast Seriously! #MedEdChat!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@ETSshow @ArtsPractica Thank you for sharing @ETSshow! How often do you release a new episode? What recommendations do you have for newbies who want to listen in? #MedEdChat

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD 9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: What are your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat https://t.co/K9w3ruquC3

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @ScottVernaglia: All of this, plus they are short and pithy--fit right into a commute! #MedEdChat #KeyLIMEPodcast https://t.co/08mcUSHf…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@KreuterMD @MedEdChat @tihighered Thank you for sharing @KreuterMD Can you tell us a little more about these podcasts and what value they bring to you as an educator? #MedEdChat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 9 hours ago
@ScottVernaglia Appreciate that! I’ll be totally transparent. I sometimes feel a bit of Imposter Syndrome thinking of Explore The Space as #meded. Your feedback is much appreciated #MedEdChat

Jessica Trier, MD @jesstrier 9 hours ago
@tmalinMLS I also love hidden brain! #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot 9 hours ago
RT @jesstrier: T1: #KeyLime is one of my faves. I also enjoy listening to not #meded specific topics such as leadership, psychology and bus…

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD 9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vogel @hur2buzy @mededdoc @ETSshow @KreuterMD @COREIMpodcast @Marty_Fried 1/ @COREIMpodcast has 3 different segments: 5 Pearls covers applicable, relevant pearls on topic! We try to use active learning strategies, like pre-podcast quizzing, purposeful pauses as well as intentional & spaced repetition #MedEdchat https://t.co/qEY3X96MAU
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara: If you are checking in for #MedEdChat and you are the host of a #MedEd or #HPE podcast, please send a tweet and let us k...

RT @kristinadzara: Another very enjoyable podcast! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara: T1 Favorite podcasts includes Clear and Vivid with @alanalda as discuss how to communicate - with patients, about science...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara: This is a new one for me! #MedEdChat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio: Me too #MedEdchat I learn so much from that one!!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara: Appreciate that! I'll be totally transparent. I sometimes feel a bit of Imposter Syndrome thinking of Explore...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc: This one isn't #meded per se, but it's fantastic for anyone who wants to improve his/her ability to think: The Knowledge Project, which is put out by @farnamstreet It's fantastic! Love their #MentalModels #mededchat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD: Hoofbeats dissects clinical reasoning - I learn a ton from my colleagues as they understand expert clinicians. I've become a better attending & learner from it #MedEdchat https://t.co/6t9QCeCZ8R

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara: This one isn't #meded per se, but it's fantastic for anyone who wants to improve his/her ability to think: The Knowledge Proj...
S. Scott-Vernaglia @ScottVernaglia 9 hours ago
@ETSshow I think that we are better educators when we read, listen and explore medicine and education from many perspectives. We're better doctors, we're better educators as a result. #MedEdChat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio 9 hours ago
I do too sometimes! Especially when papers are outside my wheelhouse of expertise #Medchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
@mededdoc @farnamstreet Thank you for sharing. There are so many podcasts relevant to us as educators! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog…

Yerko Berrocal, MD @yberrocal13 9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @MedEdChat Medutopia is targeted for medical educators around the world - to strengthen their skills #MedEdChat

Sateesh Arja, MD, MPH @ArjaSateesh 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T1 I like podcast series by The Academy of Communication in Healthcare/DocCom. All of their are around 25 min length #meded

VC @doctorvec 9 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 9 hours ago
RT @ScottVernaglia: @ETSshow I think that we are better educators when we read, listen and explore medicine and education from many perspec…

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSShow8 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @ArtsPractica I’ve been releasing 2 episodes per week for past several months! Each ep is 30-45 min long (good for workout, commute, etc.) Show is on all platforms. Archive is 122 eps deep & content is evergreen. Here is link #mededchat https://t.co/w9RB7YmPiy

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vogel@hur2buzy @mededdoc @ETSshow @KreuterMD @COREImPodcast @Marty_Fried 3/ Mind the gap segment dives deeper into the evidence or lack there of of practices! I smile listening bc my colleagues are pretty nerdy and fun #MedEdchat https://t.co/0FOwRFWXPK
VC @doctorvec 8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago @ETSshow @ArtsPractica That must be a TON of work to release two podcasts per week. #MedEdChat

Shellie Asher, MD @SAsherMD 8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog...

Nancy Stewart DO MS @nvhstewart8 hours ago @mededdoc @farnamstreet Interesting! I’ll have to check it out! #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog...

VC @doctorvec 8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog...

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow8 hours ago @LaraVarpio Fist bump emoji to you! #MededChat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio8 hours ago
That’s why I do background reading for each topic we cover. It a lot of work but I learn so much by preparing for tapings #MedEdChat

Dink Jardine, MD @dinkjardine8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: This one isn't #meded per se, but it's fantastic for anyone who wants to improve his/her ability to think: The Knowledge Proj...

Nancy Stewart DO MS @nvhstewart8 hours ago @ShreyaTrivediMD @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog @hur2buzy @mededdoc @ETSshow @KreuterMD @COREIMpodcast @Marty_Fried Wow will have to check this one out too! #mededchat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio8 hours ago
Back at cha
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago  
I recently found out about @topicalpod, an academic dermatology podcast co-hosted by @KristinaLiuMD and @amoslaghimi. Focus is on trainees and those newer to medicine, as I understand. #MedEdChat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD 8 hours ago  
@justinberk @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMath@AFrey_Vogel @hur2buzy @mededdoc @ETSshow @KreuterMD @COREIMpodcast @Marty_Fried .@justinberk is a boss and sometimes I get a chance to hangout with him on the @thecurbsiders podcast! He is a genius and super cool #MedEdChat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago  
@kristinadzara @ArtsPractica 100% worth it! So many incredible people to speak with, so much opportunity to learn & share. It’s addictive TBH! #MedEdChat

Dan Skinner @danielrskinner 8 hours ago  
@kristinadzara @ETSshow @ArtsPractica I can barely keep to one every two weeks with my health policy podcast (@prognosisohio). It’s a ton of work, though some folks really get into a rhythm. #MedEdChat

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD 8 hours ago  
@kristinadzara @MedEdChat @tihighered #MedEdChat, both raise my awareness of particular aspects of teaching. For me, they provide a prompt for follow up reflection & further reading/development.

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago  
RT @LaraVarpio: That’s why I do background reading for each topic we cover. It a lot of work but I learn so much by preparing for tapings #…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago  
@LaraVarpio I believe this! You guys do a great job. #KeyLimePodcast #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago  
RT @ETSshow: @LaraVarpio Fist bump emoji to you! #MededChat

Komal Bajaj @KomalBajaiMD 8 hours ago  
Popping in to say hello to the #mededchat virtual community of practice. Will be following along the chat, led by @kristinadzara to learn more about podcasts in meded/QI and add some more to my listening list! https://t.co/M5D9C3WssS

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago  
RT @KomalBajaiMD: Popping in to say hello to the #mededchat virtual community of practice. Will be following along the chat, led by @krist…

Lawrence Sherman @meducate 8 hours ago  
@LaraVarpio #MedEdChat this is such a critical point. As a host you need to balance skill in question with subject matter acumen
Janelle Bludorn @JanelleRBlu8 hours ago
@kristinadzara Hey there! PA educator & #HMIEducators alum here! I cohost @AirwaveEducator which you can catch on iTunes, Stitcher, and Libsyn. #MedEdChat

Yerko Berrocal, MD @yberrocal138 hours ago
@kristinadzara @MedEdChat Academic medicine is good at presenting different perspectives shared by students, residents, clinicians, medical educators & researchers #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@KomalBajajMD Thanks for stopping in @KomalBajajMD! We are having a robust discussion so far! #MedEdChat

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD8 hours ago
RT @ScottVernaglia: @ETSshow I think that we are better educators when we read, listen and explore medicine and education from many perspec...

Doc Jim @DocJim1238 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: Hello Everyone! My name is Kristina and I am your moderator for tonight's #MedEdChat on #Podcasts in #MedEd & #HPE! I...

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 2: What do you like about your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat https://t.co/oshZTRJO9j

Lawrence Sherman @meducate8 hours ago
A1 at @AMEE_Online we are looking at existing podcasts for best practices as we develop podcasts and series #mededchat

S. Scott-Vernaglia @ScottVernaglia8 hours ago
Although who doesn't want to learn more about #derm no matter the time in career! #MedEdChat

Justin Berk, MD MPH MBA @justinberk8 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroist rane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vogel @hur2buzy @mededdoc @ETSShow @KreuterMD @COREIMpodcast @Marty_Fried @thecurbsiders ::hug:: Few people have your broad podcasting expertise or your lovely personable charm #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
#MedEdChat I recently also listened to a newer podcast "The Faculty Factory Podcast." They are not yet on Twitter. Recently interviewed @darshanatshah Focuses on #FacDev in #MedEd https://t.co/TiPl9wnpro

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @justinberk: @ShreyaTrivediMD @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMat...
Theresa Malin @tmalinMLS 8 hours ago
It’s about thinking outside the box, they’re not #HPE in that direct sense but @KreuterMD got me hooked with https://t.co/Y7dbAVguIT in design thinking...it changes how you approach mentoring, career planning, content creation, failure...expertise outside of the silo

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @meducate: A1 at @AMEE_Online we are looking at existing podcasts for best practices as we develop podcasts and series #mededchat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@meducate @LaraVarpio Hard co-sign! Can be a delicate balance, esp in an interview. I always want to really lean into what my guest has to say, so they're maximally amplified. #mededchat

Doc Jim @DocJim1238 8 hours ago
RT @danielrskinner: @MedEdChat I will say, though, that I am finding that podcasts fit really well into my students’ schedules, better than...

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD 8 hours ago
@ScottVernaglia @ETSshow I agree and have come to appreciate this takes deliberate effort. Performance isn’t practice and better performance takes deliberate practice. #mededchat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vogel @hur2buzy @mededdoc @ETSshow @KreuterMD @COREIMpodcast @Marty_Fried In terms of #MedEd, i love getting emails from early adopter educators who use these podcasts for flipped classrooms and allow actual time with the clinician educator for deeper learning or group activities #MedEdChat

Doc Jim @DocJim1238 8 hours ago
RT @ScottVernaglia: @ETSshow I think that we are better educators when we read, listen and explore medicine and education from many perspec...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
#MedEdChat Q2: What makes you want to keep listening to a podcast? What makes you feel included and engaged? #MedEd #HPE #AcMed#FacDev https://t.co/M95Go9YGrV

Doc Jim @DocJim1238 8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: Thanks to @mededchat & @GLBDallaghan for the opportunity to moderate tonight’s #MedEdChat on #MedEd and #HPE#Podcasts!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant@MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog...

Doc Jim @DocJim1238 8 hours ago
RT @tmalinMLS: T1: I second your choices! KeyLime, HBRIdeacast and Hidden Brain are my top 3 go-tos #MedEdChat https://t.co/luJySnm2Mx
Q2: What makes you want to keep listening to a podcast? What makes you feel included and engaged?

Enrique Pacheco @EPachecoMD
I think the quality of the discussion and hearing different points of view. Sometimes if it is a one person show it is difficult to maintain engagement.

Justin Berk, MD MPH MBA @justinberk
I think @thecurbsiders has found success not just because of educational content (which is great!) but also creating a fun atmosphere that reminds listeners (or me at least) how enjoyable learning medicine can be.

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara
RT @justinberk: @MedEdChat @thecurbsiders has found success not just because of educational content (which is great!) but also creating a fun atmosphere that reminds listeners (or me at least) how enjoyable learning medicine can be.

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan
The podcasts I have listened to were more for just-in-time learning....and they had to be short...as in less than 10 minutes in length.

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara
@justinberk: @MedEdChat @thecurbsiders Agree. #KeyLimePodcast does that as well. They create a sense of community. And invite us to be a part of it! And you can tell they are friends.

Shellie Asher, MD @SAsherMD
T2 Seems kind of silly, but audio quality is key(lime haha) for me. It’s annoying when I have to keep turning the volume up or down for consistency.

Justin Berk, MD MPH MBA @justinberk
I had not heard about #KeyLimePodcast until tonight - will have to check it out.

Jessica Trier, MD @jesstrier
@kristinadzara @darshanatshah Will definitely check this one out!

Nancy Stewart DO MS @nvhstewart
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara
Many podcasts are not that short - I've seen podcasts over 40 minutes! Should we limit the length of podcasts in #MedEd and #HPE to more effectively engage our listeners?
A. R. Jalali MD @ARJalali 8 hours ago
RT @meducate: A1 at @AMEE_Online we are looking at existing podcasts for best practices as we develop podcasts and series #mededchat

Enrique Pacheco @EPachecoMD 8 hours ago
@SAsherMD @MedEdChat Agreed! sometimes there are podcasts that are only phone call quality…. #MedEdChat #MedPodcasts

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @jesstrier: @kristinadzara @darshanatshah Will definitely check this one out! #mededchat

S. Scott-Vernaglia @ScottVernaglia 8 hours ago
@justinberk @MedEdChat @thecurbsiders I also think it allows for beautiful connectedness in medicine through narratives. Just love @thecurbsiders #MedEdChat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @A2: what keeps me listening is a sense of awe. I just can't get over how rich the conversations, how complete the command of material, how enmeshed the hosts/guests are. @cpsolvers @ShreyaTrivediMD @ShikhaJainMD @ESilvermanMD @thecurbsiders et al. These folks amaze me #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@justinberk @MedEdChat @thecurbsiders Awesome! You will love it. #MedEdChat

Juan Vicente Rodriguez @Juanvicenterl 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat the intermittent comedy, the interview design and especially the "How do I think about this" presented by someone who has knowledge + experience.

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: What do you like about your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat https://t.co/oshZTRJO9j

Nancy Stewart DO MS @nvhstewart 8 hours ago
RT @ETSshow: @kristinadzara @A2: what keeps me listening is a sense of awe. I just can't get over how rich the conversations, how complete…

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio 8 hours ago
Good point. The #KeyLIME team were hard core about this during my first team recording. I thought I was grilling through my notes silently but apparently not!

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @a2 @CPsolvers @ShreyaTrivediMD @ShikhaJainMD @ESilvermanMD @thecurbsiders Over all, what keeps me interested in any podcast #meded or otherwise, is a sense of inclusion. Feeling like I'm at the table, which makes me want to chime in! Sometimes I write my ideas down. #mededchat
I appreciate the collegial disagreement on #keylimepodcast - helps me understand how their thought process works. #mededchat

I am more likely to keep listening if podcasts are 25 mins or less (and I listen at 2x speed while in the car - my commute is about 10-12 minutes so it's perfect!) #mededchat

I think it boils down to preferences. I rarely listen to them or watch videos for information. If I had a commute to work like when I once lived in DC, I would probably listen to more. #mededchat

Not specific to #meded only but I think each podcast can find it's own niche: @PedsoSoup is a fantastic Pediatrics podcast that is < 15 minute episodes and one speaker - @thecurbsiders tend to be longer with more group discussion and bad puns. #MedEdChat

Quality is definitely a concern! If I can't listen clearly, I move on. #MedEdChat

I also think it allows for beautiful connectedness in medicine through narratives…

I appreciate the collegial disagreement on #keylimepodcast - helps me u…

A2: Hosts a major factor. Ability to intersperse comedy among topic really important. Find shorter, to the point podcasts generally more engaging, though do occasionally like deeper dives. Think #KeyLIMEPodcast does a great job with balance. #MedEdChat

T2. it's a combination of content & personality. I hope to always either learn something new or try a different perspective, with each podcast.

T2: The right balance/level of content also keeps me engaged - too simple or too challenging and I tend to tune out. #mededchat

Love the life advice at the beginning of @thecurbsiders too. #mededchat
Justin Berk, MD MPH MBA @justinberk 8 hours ago
Bring these reviews over to the #MedEdChat on podcasts!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @jesstrier: @kristinadzara @GLBDallaghan I am more likely to keep listening if podcasts are 25 mins or less (and I listen at 2x speed wh…

Arash Mostaghimi @AMostaghimi8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @topicalpod @KristinaLiuMD Thank you for the shout-out @kristinadzara! @topicalpod season 1 was focused on trainees interested in & applying to derm programs. General principles applicable to all applicants. Season 2 (this fall) will be broader in scope and expand beyond dermatology. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@jesstrier @GLBDallaghan 2x speed is a bit too fast for me! I can do 1.2 or 1.3 but otherwise it starts sounding like chipmunks. #MedEdChat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @EPachecoMD @SAsherMD @MedEdChat I assure you, the producer side of me is acutely aware of this. Can be quite stressful! #mededchat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio8 hours ago
Do speakers sound like The Chipmunks at that speed? https://t.co/OzWPWy1IfO

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @jesstrier: @kristinadzara @GLBDallaghan Not specific to #meded only but I think each podcast can find it's own niche: - @PedsSoup is…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@DrTarolliNeuro @MedEdChat Completely. Part of the reason you want to listen to podcasts is because you feel that you fit in, right? #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @KreuterMD: @MedEdChat #mededchat T2. it's a combination of content & personality. I hope to always either learn something new or try a…

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio8 hours ago
Don't breathe too loudly?!?!?!?

ALINE VON BAHTEN @vonbahten_aline8 hours ago
#MedEdChat Q2: I believe a well presented introduction in a podcast keeps me listening to it. #curiosity #rightontarget So I understand the objectives of a #podcast & #learning #MedEd #HPE #AcMed #FacDev
RT @AMostaghimi: @kristinadzara @topicalpod @KristinaLiuMD Thank you for the shout-out @kristinadzara! @topicalpod season 1 was focused on...

Chris Tarolli, MD @DrTarolliNeuro 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @MedEdChat Absolutely, the podcasts I love the most (#MedEd or otherwise) are the ones where I feel like I would be friends with the hosts. #MedEdChat

S. Scott-Vernaglia @ScottVernaglia 8 hours ago
@justinberk @kristinadzara @GLBDallaghan @PedsSoup @thecurbsiders Ooh, thanks for the lead. Adding @PedsSoup to my "to listen to" list #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@AMostaghimi @topicalpod @KristinaLiuMD Thank you for joining in the conversation @AMostaghimi Can you tell us more about what is in store for season 2 of @topicalpod? #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @ScottVernaglia: @justinberk @kristinadzara @GLBDallaghan @PedsSoup @thecurbsiders Ooh, thanks for the lead. Adding @PedsSoup to my "to...

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@DrTarolliNeuro @kristinadzara @MedEdChat Great shout, agree! #mededchat

Dan Skinner @danielrskinner 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @jesstrier @GLBDallaghan A huge part of why I like podcasts is slowness, taking the time to listen to a conversation, hear an argument unfold, etc. When I hear students listening (or watching) course materials on 2x speed it hurts my head. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @DrTarolliNeuro: @kristinadzara @MedEdChat Absolutely, the podcasts I love the most (#MedEd or otherwise) are the ones where I feel like...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @vonbahten_aline: #MedEdChat Q2: I believe a well presented introduction in a podcast keeps me listening to it. #curiosity #rightontarg...

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio 8 hours ago
Ditto!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Ron George, Anesthesiologist</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>RT @ETSshow: @kristinadzara I host Explore The Space @ETSshow. Website is <a href="https://t.co/3NCJEb17vo">https://t.co/3NCJEb17vo</a>. Looks at spaces between those providing...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Berk, MD MPH MBA</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>You'll love it! I think @pedsoup is particularly good for residents/students prepping for clinic teaching #MedEdChat - some great pearls even on core topics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>RT @justinberk: Bring these reviews over to the #MedEdChat on podcasts! <a href="https://t.co/aAV5WsUBLV">https://t.co/aAV5WsUBLV</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaz Nelson, MD @KazJNelson</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: What do you like about your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat <a href="https://t.co/oshZTRJO9j">https://t.co/oshZTRJO9j</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sateesh Arja, MD MPH @ArjaSateesh</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>T2 I like podcasts by the Academy of communication in healthcare as these are equally useful to the learners as educators and they cover variety of topics including communication skills, teaching communication skills bedside, how to provide effective feedback etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>RT @danielrskinner; @kristinadzara @jesstrier @GLBDallaghan A huge part of why I like podcasts is slowness, taking the time to listen to a...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>A2 I like podcasts with interesting up to date information, multiple perspectives and entertaining banter #MedEdChat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaz Nelson, MD @KazJNelson</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>TOPIC 1: What are your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat <a href="https://t.co/K9w3ruquC3">https://t.co/K9w3ruquC3</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>Agreement! Sometimes I zone out for a bit, hear something that pulls me back in, and rewind a few minutes to re-listen. No stress that way - if I need more time or want to hear it again, it's very easy to do so. #MedEdChat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>Few SoMe things make this podcast host happier than engaging with people who listen to Explore The Space. Cannot begin to describe how much any kind of feedback is appreciated! #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>What apps do you use to listen to your #MedEd and #HPE podcasts? I really like @podbeancom but I know there are soooo many.... #mededchat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALINE VON BAHTEN @vonbahten_ aline8 hours ago #MedEdChat Q2: What makes you feel included and engaged? I love humor and when they seem to be so close, I feel they are inside my car, talking to me. Great questions, with small pauses makes me dive in #MedEd #HPE #AcMed #FacDev

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago RT @justinberk: @ScottVernaglia @kristinadzara @GBLDallaghan @PedSoup @theurbptides You'll love it! I think @pedsoup is particularly good…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GBLDallaghan8 hours ago @kristinadzara @danielrskinn @jesstrier Which is what's great about the podcasts.....knowing they are there for quick insights is great to know #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat Do you have a link to share to these podcasts? #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago RT @hur2buz: A2 I like podcasts with interesting up to date information, multiple perspectives and entertaining banter #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago @hur2buz Larry do you listen to any podcasts we haven't discussed yet? #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago RT @ETshow: @kristinadzara @DrTarolliNeuro @MedEdChat Few #SoMe things make this podcast host happier than engaging with people who listen…

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio8 hours ago #MedEdChat listener feedback is awesome! #KeyLIME hosts read them all and discuss audience points

Mark Shapiro MD @ETshow8 hours ago @vonbahten_aline That's a really astute point! The rhythm of a podcast is vital, esp if interview-based. @Toure is the master of this! #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GBLDallaghan8 hours ago @kristinadzara @ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat Here is a link to their homepage https://t.co/lvnz3ipR67 #mededchat

Justin Berk, MD MPH MBA @justinberk8 hours ago @ETShow @kristinadzara @DrTarolliNeuro @MedEdChat More feedback: it's a great show. Big fan! Wonderful guests and on-point topics. Makes networking feel a little easier because I already feel like I know a little bit about experts in the field #MedEdChat
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@ETSshow @DrTarolliNeuro @MedEdChat And that is part of the beauty of #SoMe! Really levels the playing field when you can offer transparent feedback about a podcast you just listened to or ask a question of the hosts or guests. #MedEdChat

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy 8 hours ago
#MedEdChat I listen in my car. I like a podcast that lasts the amount of time it takes to get to work

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @LaraVarpio: #MedEdChat listener feedback is awesome! #KeyLIME hosts read them all and discuss audience points

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @podbeancom I use Pocket Cast @pocketcasts #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@LaraVarpio And we listeners greatly appreciate it! #MedEdChat

Dan Skinner @danielrskinner 8 hours ago
@jesstrier @kristinadzara @GLBDallaghan I'm no expert, I do not think a single expert in cognitive science confirms your husband's approach… #MedEdChat

S. Scott-Vernaglia @ScottVernaglia 8 hours ago
#MedEdChat, Any suggestions for how to manage the large amount of good content out there? I have trouble figuring out what to listen to!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @kristinadzara @AriaSateesh @MedEdChat Here is a link to their homepage https://t.co/lvnz3ipR67 #mededchat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@justinberk @kristinadzara @DrTarolliNeuro @MedEdChat That is very much appreciated! I'm delighted & proud to read this! #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: #MedEdChat I listen in my car. I like a podcast that lasts the amount of time it takes to get to work https://t.co/TVJ2N6xKs9

Arash Mostaghimi @AMostaghimi 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @topicalpod @KristinaLiuMD In part we're hoping to 1) expose trainees to careers in medicine at large--lots of variation beyond pt care for academics, 2) look at trends and topics in derm workforce & career plans, and 3) grow w/our listeners from med student content to intern/res content #MedEdChat
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @DanielRicottaMD: @kristinadzara @podbeancom I use Pocket Cast @pocketcasts #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@jesstrier @danielskinner @GLBDallaghan Wayyyyy too much. I'm envisioning superman listening to a podcast right now. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @ScottVernaglia: #MedEdChat . Any suggestions for how to manage the large amount of good content out there? I have trouble figuring out...

Chris Tarolli, MD @DrTarolliNeuro 8 hours ago
@ETSshow @justinberk @kristinadzara @MedEdChat Just subscribed, looking forward to listening! #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
TOPIC 3: What #meded or #hpe podcasts do you recommend? Why? #mededchat https://t.co/vtq2DfZTUL

Kevin Taylor, MD @KTaylorMD 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @FOAMpodcast is pretty good and charmingly wonky. @EMBoardBombs for board prep. @emcrit for critical care. #mededchat#meded

Yerko Berrocal, MD @yberrocal 13 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: recently discovered this one library! #MedEdChat https://t.co/q1zvbsPD47 - pretty extensive

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@ScottVernaglia Agree! We have an ever expanding universe of options for our listening pleasure. How do we navigate that? #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT Nicholas Kman @DrNickKman Replying to @MedEdChat Big fan of Academic Life in Emergency Medicine (ALiEM) Podcast by The ALiEM Team https://t.co/TtfJGyFGvk #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @justinberk: @ETSshow @kristinadzara @DrTarolliNeuro @MedEdChat More feedback: it's a great show. Wonderful guests and on-point...

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio 8 hours ago
Me too
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @AMostaghimi; @kristinadzara @topicalpod @KristinaLiuMD In part we’re hoping to 1) expose trainees to careers in medicine at large--lots...

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@ScottVernaglia An essential question. Curating a podcast feed is an art all it's own. If I have an activity coming up where I can listen to a show, I'll note on my calendar. Sometimes I'll email one to myself. #mededchat

Eric Gantwerker MD MMSc (MedEd) FACS @DrEricGant 8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: Hello Everyone! My name is Kristina and I am your moderator for tonight's #MedEdChat on #Podcasts in #MedEd & #HPE I...

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
RT @AMostaghimi; @kristinadzara @topicalpod @KristinaLiuMD In part we’re hoping to 1) expose trainees to careers in medicine at large--lots...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: What #meded or #hpe podcasts do you recommend? Why? #mededchat https://t.co/vtq2DfZTUL

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy 8 hours ago
I listen to pediacast CME and WestWing weekly #mededchat https://t.co/a7JNUeptim

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@DrTarolliNeuro @justinberk @kristinadzara @MedEdChat Oh fantastic, please circle back with your impressions! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
Do you have recommendations about quality, length, topics, and format for podcasters in #MedEd and #HPE? #mededchat https://t.co/av1qynaMaU

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: What #meded or #hpe podcasts do you recommend? Why? #mededchat https://t.co/vtq2DfZTUL

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @KTaylorMD; @MedEdChat @FOAMpodcast is pretty good and charmingly wonky. @EMBoardBombs for board prep. @emcrit for critical care. #me...

Justin Berk, MD MPH MBA @justinberk 8 hours ago
#MedEdChat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago
At the end of the day, podcasts transmit information, and it is hard to be anything other than passive while listening. I love Malcolm Gladwell’s revisionist history, but have to listen 2-4 times before it sticks. #mededchat
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@KTaylorMD @MedEdChat @FOAMpodcast @EMBoardBombs @emcrit @ALiEMteam also has a podcast in emergency medicine @TChanMD@DerekMonetteMD #MedEdChat https://t.co/Lq3HD9fm43

S. Scott-Vernaglia @ScottVernaglia 8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @ScottVernaglia Agree! We have an ever expanding universe of options for our listening pleasure. How do we navigate th…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @yberrocal13: @MedEdChat T1: recently discovered this one - pretty extensive library! #MedEdChat https://t.co/q1zvbsPD47

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 8 hours ago
T3 It starts with an engaging "host" who actually teaches in #meded and then a "story" - with a beginning, middle, end - which includes actionable insights stir my thinking #mededchat https://t.co/GsezX5k3xu

Enrique Pacheco @EPachecoMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: I think 15 min is the sweet point to me. ( Would like to hear some data backing up this, but The Daily has shown how some commentary podcast can be made). Sometimes the discussion is so good that it might extend. The format I think is open depending on the subject. #mededchat

Kaz Nelson, MD @KazJNelson8 hours ago
@MedEdChat A3: When developing @MindDeconstruct, I sought to share with the general public the kinds of concepts I have been teaching to medical students (any anyone else who would listen) for year! It's been an outstanding medium for sharing information! #MedEdChat

Kaz Nelson, MD @KazJNelson8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: What #meded or #hpe podcasts do you recommend? Why? #mededchat https://t.co/vtq2DfZTUL

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
@yberrocal13 @MedEdChat I am going to have to listen in to this one! I think more and more journals are developing podcasts to accompany articles. @AcadMedJournal has a podcast, interview style. #MedEdChat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio8 hours ago
I added you too. I'm looking forward to hearing how you build an episode

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow8 hours ago
@kristinadzara Looking forward to people's input on this one! #mededchat #dontsparemyfeelings

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: RT Nicholas Kman @DrNickKman Replying to @MedEdChat Big fan of Academic Life in Emergency Medicine (ALiEM) Podcast by Th…
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara (8 hours ago)
RT @ETSshow: @ScottVernaglia An essential question. Curating a podcast feed is an art all it's own. If I have an activity coming up where...

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy (8 hours ago)
#MedEdChat 15-20 minutes is a nice length

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara (8 hours ago)
RT @debsimpson3: T3 It starts with an engaging “host” who actually teaches in #meded and then a “story” - with a beginning, middle, end - w...

Chris Tarolli, MD @DrTarolliNeuro (8 hours ago)
@kristinadzara A3: I think it goes without saying, but keep topics relevant, around changing topics/innovations in the field. Make sure guests understand how to package their “story” into good sound bites. #MedEdChat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio (8 hours ago)
Good insight. Thanks for the feedback #MedEdChat

Larry Hurtubise @hur2buzy (8 hours ago)
Signing off thanks for a great conversation @kristinadzara #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara (8 hours ago)
@debsimpson3 Great points Deb! I agree they have to keep me engaged and interested. A story is great, and being formulaic can help me understand the tenure and pace of the podcast. #MedEdChat

KrisEmily McCrory MD @KrisEmilyMD (8 hours ago)
Joined a little late...for core faculty in upstate NY...don't know much about podcasts but excited to add some to my listen list. #MedEdChat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane (8 hours ago)
@ETSshow @ScottVernaglia Have to say that I think of podcasts more like my record collection than my article file. They are like little pieces of enjoyment that I come back to from time to time... I don’t think of my articles like that. #mededchat

Chris Tarolli, MD @DrTarolliNeuro (8 hours ago)
@kristinadzara @yberrocal13 @MedEdChat @AcadMedJournal Yes! Love the @AANMember #NeurologyPodcast and #NeurologyMinute that gives regular updates on major innovations and publications in the field. #MedEdChat @StaceyLClardy @DrJeffRatliff

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio (8 hours ago)
#mededchat do you care how old the papers are? Like if we discuss a paper >5 years old, is that ok?
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@KazJNelson @MedEdChat @MindDeconstruct Another new one to me. So glad we can have this chat and learn about these podcasts. #MedEdChat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@DrTarolliNeuro @kristinadzara Interesting! Because Explore The Space isn't didactic, I look to go on an adventure w/ my guest, listeners get to join in. Always lots of good stuff along the way too. #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @hur2buzy: #MedEdChat 15-20 minutes is a nice length https://t.co/CZ83Lgy44v

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @DrTarolliNeuro: @kristinadzara A3: I think it goes without saying, but keep topics relevant, around changing topics/innovations in the...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@hur2buzy Thank you @hur2buzy! Greatly appreciate your participation! #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @KrisEmilyMD: Joined a little late...for core faculty in upstate NY...don't know much about podcasts but excited to add some to my list...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: @ETSshow @ScottVernaglia Have to say that I think of podcasts more like my record collection than my article file. They...

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@LaraVarpio T3 I would say yes, particularly if it is relevant to some topic of interest today. Why not? #mededchat

Temple Ratcliffe @templeratcliffe 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 It starts with an engaging "host" who actually teaches in #meded and then a “story” - with a beginning, middle, end - w...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@LaraVarpio I don't mind - sometimes an 'old' topic can become new again? #Medchat

Jessica Trier, MD @jesstrier 8 hours ago
@myheroistrane @ETSshow @ScottVernaglia Podcasts will often pique my interest in an article that I will go read in detail after the fact #mededchat

Jonathan Sherbino @sherbino 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @MedEdChat T1 Favorite #MedEdChat is #KEYLimePodcast with @drjfrank @LaraVarpio @sherbingo eat al - it's informative, light...
Chris Tarolli, MD @DrTarolliNeuro 8 hours ago
@LaraVarpio I think if it's still a relevant topic, it can be discussed or revisited! Maybe not as the sole focus of a show, but as part of overall context on a topic? #MedEdChat

Justin Berk, MD MPH MBA @justinberk 8 hours ago
@LaraVarpio On one of @thecurbsiders "Hot Cakes" series discussing recent literature, @tony_breu discussed a JAMA paper from 1967 ("cold cake") and I think it was pretty well received #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson 38 hours ago
@kristinadzara T3 Agree @kristinadzara and its a necessity for me. When listen during drive and my phone rings - cuts off the #podcast on #handfree and have to wait until stopped to reset it.. So need to be able to reconnect at random times. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
What formats exist for podcasts other than interview style? That seems to be the dominant style among the podcasts I've listened to. #KeyLimePodcast is more debate style / conversation without guests. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @jesstrier: @myheroistrane @ETSshow @ScottVernaglia Podcasts will often pique my interest in an article that I will go read in detail af…

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@LaraVarpio Once guest agrees & we set date: -background research -consider what is provocative -NO SCRIPTING! Each ep is like good improv, convo goes where it wants to go -deep breath, hit record, & go for it! #MedEdChat

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD 8 hours ago
Good point, @myheroistrane! Makes me curious #mededchat, any opportunity here for active learning?

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago
@templeratcliffe What would that look like? #mededchat

Jessica Trier, MD @jesstrier 8 hours ago
@LaraVarpio Agree with others - can be great if it's a topic of interest, or a key paper that should be in everyone's library #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@templeratcliffe @myheroistrane Tell me more @templeratcliffe! And thanks for joining! #MedEdChat

Dan Skinner @danielrskinner 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara Doing anything but interview style usually makes production extremely time consuming. Sustainability and regularity are really important in podcasting. #MedEdChat
Theresa Malin @tmalinMLS 8 hours ago
T3: #MedEdChat I think when we have a general platform we have a responsibility to bring awareness to disparities in health care. These issues shouldn’t be relegated to special podcasts or series but integrated

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @danielrskinner: @kristinadzara Doing anything but interview style usually makes production extremely time consuming. Sustainability and…

Shellie Asher, MD @SAsherMD 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara T3: Make sure it’s clear what is based on evidence (and preferably reference that evidence), and what is opinion. #mededchat

Chris Tarolli, MD @DrTarolliNeuro 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara Some trivia or more formal "didactic" style podcasts as well. @BrainWavesAudio an example of more didactic. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @DrTarolliNeuro: @kristinadzara Some trivia or more formal "didactic" style podcasts as well. @BrainWavesAudio an example of more didac…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @SAsherMD: @kristinadzara T3: Make sure it’s clear what is based on evidence (and preferably reference that evidence), and what is opinion…

Ken Gordon @quickmuse 8 hours ago
@ScottVernaglia You can't go wrong by hanging out in @Doctor_V's "Exam Room." https://t.co/zJUrRVpJqJ #mededchat

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 It starts with an engaging "host" who actually teaches in #meded and then a "story" - with a beginning, middle, end - w…

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara @templeratcliffe @myheroistrane That's a great question. We can look beyond physician-produced podcasts here. Check out @crackdownpod, will change your entire perspective on SUD & opioid epidemic #mededchat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio 8 hours ago
#MedEdChat no scripting for #KeyLIME either. But I admit that some of my rants are deeply felt and have been soapbox-Ed before so I my sound like a broken record to some who’ve heard a prior venting

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
T3, It seems that keeping them "regular" is important (ie, like every week or couple of weeks). Because once u hav a following, listeners are expecting them! But this does seem like a big lift for those podcasters creating the episodes! #MedEdChat
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @LaraVarpio: #MedEdChat no scripting for #KeyLIME either. But I admit that some of my rants are deeply felt and have been soapbox-Ed bef...

Demian Szyld @debriefmentor 8 hours ago
RT @SocraticEM: Pleased to join the #MedEdChat on podcasts! Love the medium as big listener and presenter Favorites ? Key lime , st Emlyn…

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD 8 hours ago
RT @tmalinMLS: T3: #MedEdChat I think when we have a general platform we have a responsibility to bring awareness to disparities in health…

Juan Vicente Rodriguez @Juanvicerl 8 hours ago @KreuterMD @myheroistrane #mededchat if I like the topic of the podcast I try to read something before or after, OR first I am interested in topic and read about a topic and then look for a random good podcast. It helps...

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD 8 hours ago @myheroistrane @templaratcliffe We try to encourage more than passive listening often on @COREIPodcast but of course just like anything in MedEd, its up to the learner/listener to take that pause and/or make themselves have those desirable difficulties instead of just listening at 1.5xSpeed #MedEdChat

Chris Tarolli, MD @DrTarolliNeuro 8 hours ago For the #podcasters out there, how do you make time to create and produce the podcasts? Assuming there's not salary support for such endeavors! #MedEdChat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago @LaraVarpio That’s great! It’s gotta be instinctive! I hit the same notes in different edifies, I think it lends some connective tissue! @TChanMD called me out on how much I reference PubMed hell (in a good way) #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago RT @DrTarolliNeuro: For the #podcasters out there, how do you make time to create and produce the podcasts? Assuming there's not salary sup…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final thoughts #meded #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago RT @MedEdChat: We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final thoughts #meded #mededchat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago @Juanvicerl @KreuterMD Now THAT’S dedication! #MedEdChat
Aman @akaur08 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog…

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow8 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @myheroistrane @templeratcliffe @COREIMpodcast Hard co-sign, well put. #mededchat

Ann Young MD @AnnYoungMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 #mededchat I didn't even realize there were meded podcasts out there! Thanks for all the recs!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @AnnYoungMD @MedEdChat T1 #mededchat I didn't even realize there were meded podcasts out there! Thanks for all the recs!

Eric Gantwerker MD MMSc (MedEd) FACS @DrEricGant8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD @kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vog…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
Amazed at the landscape of podcasts discussed tonight! #MedEdChat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @kristinadzara @emedreloaded We try to encourage more than passive listening often on @COREIMpodcast but of course…

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow8 hours ago
@DrTarolliNeuro @LaraVarpio Great ? It's like any other item in a busy life. Prioritize and execute. Some early mornings, some late nights. It's so exciting that I don't even notice. CC @MGraceOliver you know what we need here #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
@Freakonomics is still one of my all-time favs! T1 #MedEd #mededchat https://t.co/iK72ZdKp1U

Aman @akaur08 hours ago
RT @AMostaghimi; @kristinadzara @topicalpod @KristinaLiuMD In part we're hoping to 1) expose trainees to careers in medicine at large--lots…

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio8 hours ago
#MedEdChat for me, deadlines are key. So we book recording dates and I need to be ready by then lest @drjfrank @sherbino @LindaSMedEd mock me. Deadline = pressure = I will find the time!
Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
RT @LaraVarpio: #MedEdChat no scripting for #KeyLIME either. But I admit that some of my rants are deeply felt and have been soapbox-Ed bef…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @LaraVarpio: #MedEdChat for me, deadlines are key. So we book recording dates and I need to be ready by then lest @drfrank @sherbino…

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini 8 hours ago
If you ask trainees they will ask for shorter podcasts 10-20ish. I have a list of citations to that point here https://t.co/snR8YZHz1Y #MedEdchat

Aman @akaur0 8 hours ago
RT @tmalinMLS: T3: #MedEdChat I think when we have a general platform we have a responsibility to bring awareness to disparities in health…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini Thank you very much for sharing this resource! #MedEdChat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD 8 hours ago
@LaraVarpio You are great on #KeyLIME ! soapbox-ed or not - i get so much out of it #MedEdChat

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@AnnYoungMD @MedEdChat Glad you found us! Please take opportunity to subscribe, rate and review your favorite shows as you find them!#mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @MichaelCosimini: If you ask trainees they will ask for shorter podcasts 10-20ish. I have a list of citations to that point here https:/…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @ETSshow: @AnnYoungMD @MedEdChat Glad you found us! Please take opportunity to subscribe, rate and review your favorite shows as you fin…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @ShreyaTrivediMD: @LaraVarpio You are great on #KeyLIME ! soapbox-ed or not - i get so much out of it #MedEdChat

Not Far From Me: Stories of Opioids and Ohio @OhioOpioids 8 hours ago
RT @ETSshow: @kristinadzara @templeratcliffe @myheroistrane That's a great question. We can look beyond physician-produced podcasts here. C…

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio 8 hours ago
We record at night too
Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
A few more of my favs! Note: these aren’t #MedEd related, but hey, we all need to expand our horizons, right? #mededchat https://t.co/lf6CKnbT9X

Yerko Berrocal, MD @yberrocal138 hours ago
@MadeleineMatth @MedEdChat Same here - added new subscriptions to my podcast app #MedEdChat

Tony Breu @tony breu 8 hours ago
@ShreyaTrivediMD @DanielRicottaMD @myheroistrane @templeratcliffe @CORE1mpodcast @CORE1mpodcast does an amazing job of incorporating cognitive learning theory. They routinely use spaced learning, which is brilliant. #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
The #mededchat will be on hiatus until Thurs Aug 1st. Have a great summer! #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
That’s a wrap…I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx on the Resources page. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
Thanks to everyone for their participation in #MedEdChat tonight! I appreciate you sharing your insights about podcasts relevant to #MedEd and #HPE. Hopefully we can all check out a few new ones! https://t.co/qGrcNgZd7o

Dan Skinner @danielrskinner 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara Thanks for doing this, folks. #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: The #mededchat will be on hiatus until Thurs Aug 1st. Have a great summer! #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: That’s a wrap…I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx on the Resources page. Tha…

Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow 8 hours ago
@kristinadzara Thanks for hosting, this was great! Pleasure to connect with so many people! I think I added 25 new people to follow! #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @ETSshow: @kristinadzara Thanks for hosting, this was great! Pleasure to connect with so many people! I think I added 25 new people to f…
Mark Shapiro MD @ETSshow Thanks Doc! (It doesn't get old, does it?!) #MedEdChat

Shreya P. Trivedi MD @ShreyaTrivediMD RT @tony_breu: @ShreyaTrivediMD @DanielRicottaMD @myheroistrane @templeratcliffe @COREIMpodcast does an amazing job of incor...

Enrique Pacheco @EPachecoMD Looking forward to more discussions like this! It was definitively a success! #mededchat

Lara Varpio @LaraVarpio Thanks to YOU @kristinadzara This was my first Twitter chat!! Thanks for teaching me how to participate. And thanks to all for the rich discussion. #KeyLIME is doing live tapings @ICREConf @AAMCtoday meetings. Come say hi IRL!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara RT @KreuterMD: @MedEdChat Hi #MedEdChat , I’m Justin, a Pathologist @MayoClinic. I do a lot of GME, some CME, and some UME. https://t.co/jv...

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD @kristinadzara Thank you & mededchat ... If you need me this holiday weekend, I’ll be on my podcast app!

Justin Kreuter, MD @KreuterMD RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap...I will post the mededchat transcript tomorrow morning on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx on the Resources page. Tha...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara RT @KreuterMD: @kristinadzara Thank you & mededchat ... If you need me this holiday weekend, I’ll be on my podcast app!

S. Scott-Vernaglia @ScottVernaglia Thanks for the chat. My mind is spinnng with new podcasts to listen to. #MedEdChat

EM Board bombs @EMBoardBombs Thanks! We’ll keep the good fight and keep listening :)

EM Board bombs @EMBoardBombs Thanks! We’ll keep the good fight and keep listening :)
RT @kristinadzara: Thanks to everyone for their participation in #MedEdChat tonight! I appreciate you sharing your insights about podcasts...

Alice Fornari EdD @AFornari18 hours ago
thank you for this thoughtful twitter hour

Alice Fornari EdD @AFornari18 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: Do you have recommendations about quality, length, topics, and format for podcasters in #MedEd and #HPE? mededchat htt...

Alice Fornari EdD @AFornari18 hours ago
RT @tmalinMLS: T3: #MedEdChat I think when we have a general platform we have a responsibility to bring awareness to disparities in health...

Alice Fornari EdD @AFornari18 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: Thanks to @mededchat & @GLBDallaghan for the opportunity to moderate tonight's #MedEdChat on #MedEd and #HPE#Podcasts!

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @JanelleRBlu: @kristinadzara Hey there! PA educator & #HMIEducators alumnus here! I cohost @AirwaveEducator which you can catch on iTune...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @AcadMedJournal: Looking forward to the #MedEdChat tonight on podcasts dedicated to FacDev? Did you know that @AcadMedJournal has a po...

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx on the Resources page. Tha...

MedEdBot @MedEdBot8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: Thanks to everyone for their participation in #MedEdChat tonight! I appreciate you sharing your insights about podcasts...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara7 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini Thanks I appreciate you joining in! #MedEdChat

Susan Martinelli @DrSusieUNC7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @MedEdChat T1 Favorite #MedEdChat is #KEYLimePodcast with @drjfrank @LaraVarpio @sherbing eat al - it's informative, light...
Klodiana Kolomitro @Klodiana23 7 hours ago
Check out this thread for a list of favourite/useful podcasts on faculty development and health professions education #meded and #hpe Thanks @MedEdChat for asking Tweeps #mededchat @FD_FHS_QueensU

Dr. Samantha Lemus-Martinez @DrLemusMartinez 7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: What are your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat https://t.co/K9w3ruquC3

Tomahawk Shoes&Amps @TomahawkSandA 7 hours ago
And each process gives just one number corresponding to these points, i.e. #MedEdChat #TomahawkMedEdChat

Dr. Samantha Lemus-Martinez @DrLemusMartinez 7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: What do you like about your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat https://t.co/oshZTRJ09j

Dr. Samantha Lemus-Martinez @DrLemusMartinez 7 hours ago
RT @AcadMedJournal: Are you looking forward to the #MedEdChat tonight about #podcasts dedicated to #FacDev? Did you know that @AcadMedJournal…

Dr. Samantha Lemus-Martinez @DrLemusMartinez 7 hours ago
RT @AcadMedJournal: Looking forward to the #MedEdChat tonight on #podcasts dedicated to #FacDev? Did you know that @AcadMedJournal has a po…

Dr. Samantha Lemus-Martinez @DrLemusMartinez 7 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: Hello Everyone! My name is Kristina and I am your moderator for tonight’s #MedEdChat on #Podcasts in #MedEd & #HPE! I…

Lou Edje, MD, MHPE @ledje 7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: What are your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat https://t.co/K9w3ruquC3

Lou Edje, MD, MHPE @ledje 7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @MedEdChat T1 Favorite #MedEdChat is #KEYLimePodcast with @drjfrank @LaraVarpio @sherbinol eat al - it’s informative, light…

Sara Mortaz Hejri @SaraMHejri 6 hours ago
@kristinadzara I use @Castbox.fm #mededchat

Kelly Warren Burak @kwburak6 hours ago
I may be biased but these T.I.P.S. for teaching are a pretty good Faculty Development resource #MedEd https://t.co/mX15ECj39

Sara Mortaz Hejri @SaraMHejri 6 hours ago
@MedEdChat Not really a big fan. But it's getting
Kathleen Wong @BloodyKleio 6 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: What are your favorite #meded or #hpe podcasts? #mededchat https://t.co/K9w3ruquC3

MedEdBot @MedEdBot 6 hours ago
RT @kwburak: I may be biased but these T.I.P.S. for teaching are a pretty good Faculty Development resource #MedEd https://t.co/mX15ECjr39...

Kathleen Wong @BloodyKleio 5 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx on the Resources page. Tha...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 5 hours ago
RT @DanielRicottaMD: Hi all Dan Ricotta here checking in from Boston! Exhausted after hosting #BIDChat and grateful that @kristinadzara was...

Dr Allison Hempenstall @Dr_Hempenstall 5 hours ago
@mbismark @LiangRhea This pairs nicely with Miller’s pyramid, a framework for assessing clinical competence. It is only in the ‘does’ triangle that the doctor truly performs. #MedEd #MedEdChat @EXCITE_UOM @AaronHollins @doc_hof https://t.co/pJtxgwac5w

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 5 hours ago
RT @DrTarolliNeuro: @kristinadzara @yerrocal13 @MedEdChat @AcadMedJournal Yes! Love the @AANMember #NeurologyPodcast and #NeurologyMinute...

Plenary Session Podcast @Plenary_Session 5 hours ago
RT @DrSinhaEsq: Hello #MedEdChat! Checking in briefly from Iceland -- view at midnight from my uncle's apartment in Reykjavik. Music to acc...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 5 hours ago
RT @DrSinhaEsq: Hello #MedEdChat! Checking in briefly from Iceland -- view at midnight from my uncle's apartment in Reykjavik. Music to acc...

Derek Monette, MD @DerekMonetteMD 5 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @KTaylorMD @MedEdChat @FOAMpodcast @EMBoardBombs @emcrit @ALiEMteam also has a podcast in emergency medicine @TChanMD @

CS Forest, MD MPH @FamDoc_Forest 4 hours ago
@kristinadzara @harvardmed @harvardmacy @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat myheroistrane @DrEricGant @MadeleineMatth @AFrey_Vogel @hur2buzy @mededdoc @ETSshow @KreuterMD @thenocturnists #MedEdChat #MedMuse
Dr Jason Frank @drjfrank 4 hours ago
RT @LaraVarpio: #MedEdChat for me, deadlines are key. So we book recording dates and I need to be ready by then lest @drjfrank @sherbino @LaraVarpio Evidence-based, approachable, entertaining...

Dr Jason Frank @drjfrank 4 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @ScottVernaglia @MedEdChat #KeyLimePodcast is fabulous! I am a big fan - suffice it to say a #LoyalLimer! What do you...

Dr Jason Frank @drjfrank 4 hours ago
RT @SAsherMD: @kristinadzara @ScottVernaglia @MedEdChat @drjfrank @sherbino @LindaSMedEd @LaraVarpio Favorite #MedEdChat is #KEYLimePodcast with @drjfrank @LaraVarpio @sherbino eat al - it’s informative, light...

Dr Jason Frank @drjfrank 4 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @drjfrank @LindaSMedEd @sherbino Thanks @drjfrank for the shout-out about the voicemail on #KEYLimePodcast 219! #MedEd#LoyalLime...

Iqbal “Ike” Ahmed @mindbrainmd 3 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Favorite podcasts includes Clear and Vivid with @alanalda as discuss how to communicate - with patients, about science...

Rhea Liang @LiangRhea 3 hours ago
RT @Dr_Hempenstall: @mbismark @LiangRhea This pairs nicely with Miller’s pyramid, a framework for assessing clinical competence. It is only...

WGAR News #AboriginalRights AltMediaMonitor @WgarNews 3 hours ago
RT @Dr_Hempenstall: @mbismark @LiangRhea This pairs nicely with Miller’s pyramid, a framework for assessing clinical competence. It is only...

Chetan Mehta, MD, CCFP @drchetanmehta 1 hour ago
#onpoli #MedEdChat @fordnation @celliottability @ElizabethMay @AndrewScheer @HPAP_Ontario @JohnOCA P @OCAPtoronto

AMEE Online @AMEE_Online 1 hour ago
RT @meducate: A1 at @AMEE_Online we are looking at existing podcasts for best practices as we develop podcasts and series #mededchat

AnatEducPodcast @AnatEducPodcast 1 hour ago
@AskAnatomist @theAPprofessor @drmattanddrmike @AceThatTest and of course @AnatEducPodcast
AnatEducPodcast @AnatEducPodcast an hour ago
RT @meducate: A1 at @AMEE_Online we are looking at existing podcasts for best practices as we develop podcasts and series mededchat